
The Lovely Lady Lucy 

Dunrovin has long wanted a matched pair of 

strong  horses that could be trained to pull a heavy 

wagon designed to carry people confined to  

wheelchairs. We recognized that this is not some-

thing that we could simply purchase. We would 

have to cross a draft horse with a Tennessee Walk-

ing horse to enable the pair to keep up with the 

rest of the herd when out on the trail, and we 

would need to design and build a special  wagon.  

Hence we worked with the wonderful mother/

daughter team at the Lazy Sousa Ranch to breed 

their Belgian draft mare to their Tennessee Walk-

ing horse stud. Last year that combination pro-

duced a handsome colt we named Gentleman Jax. 

This year,  they produced a lovely filly we have 

named Lady Lucy 

Lucy was born on May18, 2023, at the Lazy Sousa Ranch 

Lady Lucy (left) and Gentleman Jax (right) 

certainly look like full siblings. Both of 

these photos were taken on their birth-

days. Notice the similar size and shape of 

the white blaze on their faces and the 

short locks of bangs on their foreheads. It 

will be a joy to watch these two grow up 

together and  witness the similarities and 

differences in personalities and physical 

features they display over time. 



Gentleman Jax and Lady Lucy Are Full Siblings  

Their Sire (Father) is Gentleman Lux 

Their Dam (Mother) is Jackie 

 Gentleman Lux is Jax ‘s and Lucy’s 

sire. Lux is athletic, smart and gen-

tle. He is an award-winning palomi-

no Tennessee Walking Horse with a 

wonderfully smooth gait and peo-

ple-pleasing personality. Both Lucy 

and Jax were named after their par-

ents. Lucy derives from the Latin 

word Lux, meaning light. 

Jackie is Lucy’s and Gentleman Jax’s  

dam. Jackie is also athletic, smart 

and gentle. She is a big Belgian 

Draft Horse who is used with anoth-

er draft horse to pull sleighs and 

wagons. Jackie has had a number of 

foals, and is a very attentive, pro-

tective mother.  Jax and Lucy should 

make a wonderful draft pair of simi-

lar size and strength, and disposi-

tion. 


